
Set Up

Attackers attempt to keep the ball in the square playing 2v1
against the defender and using ball mastery moves. Defender
attempts to win possession of the ball and can then stop the ball
on any line of the square to score. Rotate roles of players after
50 seconds maximum work.

Key Coaching Points

Players need to constantly be checking their shoulders
and surroundings and be aware of the ball, player in
possession and their teammate. This will help players cut
off passing lines and isolate the player in possession

Players should adopt an angled approach, side-on with
knees bent to change direction if required, and attempt to
isolate and channel the player in possession to an area to
regain the ball

Players should be prepared to slow down the last yard and
be ready for any quick moves or tricks by an opponent

Practice Animation

Make it more challenging:

1. Goalkeepers introduced and can dive on to any loose / mis-controlled balls and distribute to defenders

Defending Outnumbered 1v2 Warm Up
Written by Gary Mcdermott

10 mins 12 players 4 balls 8 bibs 4 cones 20x20 area

Awareness of ball and receiving player

Body shape to defend

Speed of approach and angle when closing down



Set Up

Defender plays ball to 1 x attacker and then shouts out a gate
that the attacker will lose a point if they go through. Objective of
the defender forcing the attacker towards non-scoring gate and
showing the attackers away from the 2 other scoring gates.

Key Coaching Points

Players need to constantly be checking their shoulders
and surroundings and be aware of the ball and the
opposition player. This will help players cut off space and
isolate the player in possession

Players should adopt an angled approach, side-on with
knees bent to change direction if required, and attempt to
isolate and channel the player in possession to an area to
regain the ball

The players approach and body shape can force play in a
certain direction, by cutting off space, and allows for the
defender to delay the attack, make play predictable and
regain possession

Practice Animation

Defending 1v1 Forcing Play Away From Goal/Danger
Written by Gary Mcdermott

15 mins 6 players 1 ball 6 bibs 14 cones 20x15 area

Awareness of ball and receiving player

Body shape to defend

Make play predictable



Set Up

Defenders play a wall pass then passes to Attacker. 1 x
defender comes out to defend in a 1v2 whilst the other defender
performs an overlapping run into the central channel then makes
a recovery run to make 2v2.

Key Coaching Points

Players should recognise opportunities to isolate the
player in possession and attempt to regain the ball. If not,
the defender may choose to hold and delay the attack for
the recovery defender to join in

Defenders should always attempt to show attackers away
from goal and may channel the player in possession into
an area of the pitch to either isolate the player or create a
defending overload dependent on the positioning of
defensive recovery runners. Touchline may also be used
as a 'defender'

Recovery defenders should recover as quickly as possible
and need to decide to recover to ball, space, an opposition
runner or back into the defensive line

Practice Animation

Make it easier:

1. Attackers have limited touches (2/3 touch max)

Make it more challenging:

1. Increase the distance of the central channel from goal, meaning recovery defender has to cover more ground

Defending Outnumbered 1v2 with a Recovering Defender
Written by Gary Mcdermott

15 mins 10 players 2 balls 10 bibs 16 cones 60 x 40 area

When to press or drop off and delay

Where to channel opponents

Speed and lines of recovery



Set Up

4 defenders (white) v 5 attackers (green) in one half of the pitch
and 2 attackers (white) v 1 defender (green) in opposite half.

5 x attackers attempt to score in opposition goal v 4 defenders.
If defending team win possession they have to work the ball
through to 2 x forward players to create a 2v1 to score.
Defender attempts to delay forward players ready for recovering
defender to support and create 2v2. Rotate roles and set up of
teams.

Key Coaching Points

Players should recognise opportunities to isolate the
player in possession and attempt to regain the ball. If not,
the defender may choose to hold and delay the attack for
the recovery defenders to join in

Defenders should always attempt to show attackers away
from goal and may channel the player in possession into
an area of the pitch to either isolate the player or create a
defending overload dependent on the positioning of
defensive recovery runners. Touchline may also be used
as a 'defender'

Recovery defenders should recover as quickly as possible
and need to decide to recover to ball, space, an opposition
runner or back into the defensive line

Practice Animation

Defending Outnumbered with 1 Recovering Defender
Written by Gary Mcdermott

20 mins 14 players 1 ball 14 bibs 10 cones 60 x 40 area

When to press or drop off and delay

Where to channel opponents

Speed and lines of recovery


